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Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations Theory, Application, and Outcome Edited by Ephrem
Fernandez. Includes multiple perspectives on what constitutes dysfunctional anger
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Amazon com Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations
Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations is a resource to be treasured by clinicians who work
regularly with anger problems and anger disorders, and the volume's careful balance of research
review with important information about treatment application will also render it useful to scientists
interested in anger.
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Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations is a resource to be treasured by clinicians who work
regularly with anger problems and anger disorders, and the volume's careful balance of research
review with important information about treatment application will also render it useful to scientists
interested in anger.
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Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations Theory
Ten chapters focus on specific populations, while two additional chapters discuss gender and
culturally sensitive considerations in anger treatment. An introductory chapter outlines the main
therapeutic approaches to anger, summarizing the boundaries between adaptive and maladaptive
anger and providing a rationale for tailoring anger treatments to specific populations. For each
population
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Fishpond Australia, Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations: Theory, Application, and Outcome
by Ephrem Fernandez (Edited )Buy . Books online: Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations:
Theory, Application, and Outcome, 2013, Fishpond.com.au
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Treatments for anger in specific populations : theory, application, and outcome. [Ephrem Fernandez;] - "The last several years have seen a significant increase in research on anger and its clinical
treatment. As a result, anger management has become the topic of many self-help books, but there is
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Ten chapters focus on specific populations, while two additional chapters discuss gender and
culturally sensitive considerations in anger treatment. An introductory chapter by the volume editor,
Ephrem Fernandez, outlines the main therapeutic approaches to anger, summarizing the boundaries
between adaptive and maladaptive anger and providing a rationale for tailoring anger treatments to
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Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations von Ephrem Fernandez (ISBN 978-0-19-931605-2)
online kaufen | Sofort-Download - lehmanns.de
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UTSA Professor Ephrem Fernandez examines causes of anger
"Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations" includes contributions from 29 anger management
scientists and professionals across the United States, Canada, United Kingdom and Australia.
Collectively, the contributors examine treatments for anger related to trauma, combat and PTSD,
substance abuse, intellectual disabilities, psychosis, borderline personality disorder, forensic settings
and
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Anger Dysfunction and Its Treatment Treatments for Anger
Published in print August 2013 | ISBN: 9780199914661 Published online January 2015 | e-ISBN:
9780190230715 | DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.1093/med:psych/9780199914661
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Pris: 559 kr. H ftad, 2013. Skickas inom 5-8 vardagar. K p Treatments for Anger in Specific
Populations av Ephrem Fernandez p Bokus.com.
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Effectiveness of anger treatments for specific anger
This meta-analytic review analyzed the effects of anger treatment on various aspects of anger with
65% of studies not previously reviewed. To improve on past reviews, this review included only
noninstitutionalized adults with demonstrable anger as determined by standardized measures.
http://pokerbola.co/Effectiveness_of_anger_treatments_for_specific_anger-_.pdf
Ephrem Fernandez Ph D UTSA Department of Psychology
A cognitive-motivational model is fundamental to the assessment and regulation of anger, though
experiential techniques can also be incorporated as in my book Treatments for Anger in Specific
Populations: Theory, Application and Outcome (Oxford University Press). This offers a heuristic for the
study and treatment of other emotional disorders too.
http://pokerbola.co/Ephrem_Fernandez__Ph_D-_UTSA_Department_of_Psychology.pdf
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Retrouvez Treatments for Anger in Specific Populations: Theory, Application, and Outcome et des
millions de livres en stock sur Amazon.fr. Achetez neuf ou d'occasion Amazon.fr - Treatments for
Anger in Specific Populations: Theory, Application, and Outcome - Ephrem Fernandez - Livres
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As one of the window to open the brand-new world, this treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez
ephrem%0A supplies its impressive writing from the writer. Published in one of the prominent authors, this book
treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A turneds into one of the most desired books
just recently. Really, the book will not matter if that treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez
ephrem%0A is a best seller or otherwise. Every publication will certainly still offer best sources to obtain the
visitor all finest.
treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A. Is this your downtime? What will you
do after that? Having extra or spare time is really incredible. You could do every little thing without force. Well,
we intend you to spare you couple of time to read this book treatments for anger in specific populations fern
andez ephrem%0A This is a god publication to accompany you in this spare time. You will certainly not be so
tough to know something from this book treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A
Much more, it will certainly help you to obtain much better details and also experience. Also you are having the
fantastic jobs, reviewing this book treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A will
certainly not include your mind.
Nonetheless, some people will seek for the best seller publication to read as the first recommendation. This is
why; this treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A exists to satisfy your need. Some
individuals like reading this book treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A as a result
of this preferred book, however some love this as a result of favourite writer. Or, numerous likewise like reading
this book treatments for anger in specific populations fern andez ephrem%0A due to the fact that they actually
should read this book. It can be the one that really love reading.
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